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MIKE’S 2011 FALL HUNT REPORT
Fall 2011 is in the history books and it was another great season, even though we did have some highs and lows. One of the
highs was finally getting some great spring and summer moisture, the first time in 6 years. This usually creates maximum antler
and body growth. Then a low was realized when we saw how tall the crops were becoming. Summer scouting and the spot and
stalk bow hunts were very difficult. We persevered, found some big deer and got quite a few opportunities for the mule deer
bow hunters, 16 shots for the 8 hunters. We only killed 3 bucks though. The first one was an old, heavy deer by four time repeat
hunter Mark Fischer from Texas. The 2nd buck was taken by another repeat hunter George McGoldrick, Illinois. It was a tough,
brushy 15 yard, thread the needle shot. The final bow kill was the biggest, a 176 incher taken by Cameron Hayden from North
Dakota with a perfect 50 yard shot.
The next bow hunt was the elk and moose combo hunts where we had incredible elk rutting action, getting into bugling bulls
almost every day. We called twelve, 5 and 6 point bulls in to under 30 yards with 4 of them coming into less than 10 yds. The
hunters got 4 shots from 18 to 30 yards but unbelievably we ended up with no elk bow kills. If we had, then we could have taken
more time to hunt moose and get a kill or two, oh well, that’s bowhunting!
Rifle season opened Sept. 17 and we had 4 mule deer and one elk tag to fill for the first week. We got 100% success with some
great animals, that’s rifle hunting! Vince Pizzitola from PA. got the ball rolling with a heavy, deep forked 186 score deer. His
brother George also took a, just under, 180 score non-typical. Both of these bucks had arrows shot at them in bow season. Eric
Montague, Utah was on his 3rd Mike’s Outfitting hunt and he also took a heavy non-typical. Repeat hunter John Sherwood from
Maine had the last deer tag and the elk tag, John is one incredibly determined man with Parkinson’s disease. He hunted hard for
13 days with no complaints. His reward was a great looking 4 point muley shot at 250 yards and a 5 point elk at 15 yards! Our
other elk tag was utilized by repeat hunter Carl Jorgensen from Oregon. Carl has a bit of physical limitations too but he still got
into some close range bugling action on several days but no kill. Carl did kill a tasty moose though. Nate Oliver joined Carl on the
moose hunting portion of the hunt and Nate also filled the freezer with a good eating young bull. The moose rut kicked in about
October 1st and then we filled 10 moose tags for 10 hunters. One of the bigger ones was shot by Bob Mitchell from Ontario in
an awesome calling session where the bull came from a half mile away, right into 30 yards. Then brothers’ Dan and Dave Miller,
Michigan scored on big bulls. Dan saw about 45 moose in 4 days with 15 of them being bulls, showing our bull to cow ratio is
back to being healthy. Dave’s bull was an old 44 incher. I thought it would be the biggest one for the year until Gene Skiba came
in with a huge 48 inch bull, big pans, and lots of points. The final moose hunt of the year was in the 1st week of November where
all the hunters saw lots of moose and everybody had a chance at some kind of bull. Two hunters held out for bigger bulls but
they both went home empty handed.
November 8th was the start of the rut deer hunts and we were seeing lots of does and little bucks right from the start but the big
ones were hiding out. This is the week we killed a huge 214 non-typical the year before so you never know what can happen
during any part of the rut but it was a slow start this year. Only 2 deer were taken the 1st week for the 3 hunters, a mule deer by
Randy Casperson and a whitetail by Steve Campbell. Steve and his brother Scott were both on the hunt and they rebooked for a
2012 mule deer hunt so hopefully we can do better for them next year. JC Stoddard from Texas came with his Dad Curt and his
Grandpa Curtis for a 2nd time and he killed another great deer, an old, heavy 170 class buck. Dave Schilling from Michigan also
took a long tined, 4 by 4 muley with one well placed shot. The rut for both deer species stayed slow much later than usual, right
till about November 22nd, then it kicked into high gear and we started anchoring some big deer. The first was a heavy whitetail
by Mark Snodgrass from Oklahoma, then a wide 10 point by Travis Volk who was on a combo muley hunt. Buddies Quentin
Snodgrass and Kenny Flanagan were also on a mule deer and whitetail deer combo hunt and they both had shots at big 180+
muleys and 160+ whitetails. Kenny made one of the shots count and killed a 167 score, 11 point whitetail. His deer weighed an
awesome 275 lbs. I thought it was a big bodied deer until Travis brought in the last deer of the year, a gigantic 320 pound muley!
The buck was missing teeth, had a big roman nose, it must have been 9 years old or more. Its antlers had huge mass all the way
to the end of each point, a character buck for sure, a great deer to end the season.
Now we are booking for next year and 2013. Almost all of our spring bear hunts are full and we are getting very close to full on
many of our fall hunts. Give us a call right away if you are interested in experiencing the Big Game Hunter’s Paradise of the
Peace River region with Mike’s Outfitting Ltd. Call Mike or Jen at: 780-864-3770

“Like” us on Facebook and enter to win $500 off any 2012 hunt, get hunt updates and notice of discounted hunts.

